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ABSTRACT 

This thesis studies the convergence of a singularly perturbed two-dimensional 

problem of the convection-diflfusion type. The problem is solved using the bilinear 

finite element method on a Shishkin Mesh. This thesis will consider the results 

of two separate types of Shishkin Meshes, as well as a quick consideration of the 

uniform mesh and its shortcomings. Results will show a superconvergence rate close 

to 0 ( ( ^ ) ^ ) using a discrete energy norm. Results will also consider stability of the 

method by examining the condition number of the element stiffness matrix. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Singulalry perturbed problem is one that in recent years has been studied 

in great detail because of its many applications. It remains a subject of prominence 

within both the mathematical and engineering communities. The interest, of course, 

is in finding solutions to these equations, whether analytic or numeric. 

The problem is that in many cases these equations do not have analytic solutions, 

or the analytic solution is not in closed form. In these cases we must use numer

ical methods to find the approximate solution. Typically, though, the solution to 

the singularly perturbed problems varies rapidly within a very thin layer near the 

boundary. This phenomenon seems to drastically affect the numerical solution over 

the entire domain when using most numerical methods. To counter this problem, 

recent approcahes have included constructing a piecewise mesh, the Shishkin Mesh, 

over the domain and solving the problem one "piece" at a time. Many methods have 

succeeded, but theoretical convergence rates have been far from optimistic. 

The main concern of this work will be to provide numerical results to substantiate 

the theoretical claim of superconvergence in the presence of exponential boundary 

layers for the convection-diffusion equation. This equation is given by the following: 

-eAu + P-Vu-\-cu = f in ^ = (0,1) x (0,1) (1.1) 

u = 0 on dQ (1.2) 

where P(x,y) = {^\{x,y),h{^^y)) > (^1,̂ 2) > (0,0) and where c is a scalar, and the 

perturbation parameter is 0 < e << 1. 

Recent results have shown superconvergence in one dimension (see [5]), but these 

will be some of the first numerical results of their kind in two dimensions. Results of 

the Type II mesh will be original, while results pertaining to the Type I mesh will 

be extensions of work previously submitted by Dr. Zhimin Zhang. This thesis will 
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begin with a discussion of the Convection-Diffusion equation including applications, 

followed by an overview of the Finite Element Method as it applies to our equation. 

Next will be a survey of previous results which provide a theoretical background 

for the conclusions presented. Following that will be a discussion of the numerical 

approach to solving the problem. Finally, a full discussion of the results including 

charts, tables and graphs with conclusions will be made at the end. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION 

2.1 Understanding the Equation 

Let us begin with the derivation of equation (1.1), which we are interested in 

solving. Consider the equation 

Ut-eAu-^P-\/u-^cu = f on Q = {a,b) x (c.d) (2.1) 

u = g on dn. (2.2) 

If we consider the steady state problem, then Ut = 0 and we arrive at the following 

equation similar to our problem 

-eAu^ ^•Vu + cu = f on Q = (a, 6) x (c, rf) (2.3) 

u = g on dQ. (2.4) 

Of course, equation (2.1) is parabolic, and previous research has shown that the finite 

element method is effective in solving this type of problem. This paper, however, 

will push the dimensionless perturbation parameter e towards 0 causing the problem 

(2.1 and 2.2) to become hyperbolic in nature, and giving rise to a thin boundary 

layer where the perturbation takes place. The problem now becomes a singularly 

perturbed problem (see [4]), for which the standard finite element method fails to 

achieve superconvergence. 

Given equation (2.3), let us now define each part of the equation as it will be 

discussed within this paper. Most notably is e which is the perturbation parameter 

and for which we will focus a lot of our discussion. It measures the intensity of the 

diffusion occurring within the equation. Diffusion can be thought of as the intermin

gling between particles, whether gas or liquid, or anything else. The two-dimensional 

vector P is the convective part of the equation. It determines the direction of the 



movement of the particles. For this thesis we consider only the cases where J is a 

constant: either P = (1,1) for the Type I mesh or 3 = (1. 0) for the Type II mesh. 

Another constant in the equation is c which corresponds to the reaction part of the 

equation. This part is why the convection-diffusion equation is sometimes called the 

convection-difliusion-reaction equation. In addition, the right side of equation (2.3) is 

what we call the "load'" part of our equation. 

2.2 Boundary Conditions and the Domain 

In order for us to take problem (2.3 and 2.4) and generalize it in the form of 

equation (1,1 and 1.2) we must do some manipulation. In doing so, we make it easier 

to solve the problem and find a solution. It is easy to verify though that in finding 

solutions to equations (1.1 and 1.2) we can find solutions to equation (2.3 and 2.4) 

by using appropriate mappings. First consider how we are able to take any domain 

Qi = (a, b) X (c, d) and map it to Q = (0,1) x (0,1). 

If we define the function G{x, y) : Qi ^ Q where 

G{x,y) = (h[x,y),k{x,y)) where 

K^.y) = frf and 

K^.y) = ^ 

then the function G will map any rectangular domain to the unit square (where 

this paper will consider solutions). Similarly, reducing equation (2.4) to one with 

homogeneous boundary conditions (i.e., u = 0 on dQ) is done by the following. 

Let the left hand side of equation (1.1) be defined as the operator L applied to u such 

that equation (1.1) now becomes 

Lu = f in Q (2.5) 

u = g on dQ. (2.6) 
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Assume there is a function UQ which coincides with g on the boundary and for which 

LUQ exists. Then 

Lw = fi in Q (2,7) 

and 

w = 0 on dn (2.8) 

where w := U-UQ and fi := f - LUQ (see [2]). So we will only consider our solutions 

to the problem on Q = (0,1) x (0,1) with homogeneous boundary conditions u = 

0 on dQ. 

2,3 Convection-Diffusion (Strong Form) 

Equation (1.1) is called the strong form of the convection-diffusion equation. In 

order to apply the finite element method on this equation we will have to convert it 

to the Weak form and then go from there. Finding solutions of the strong forms of 

partial differential equations is considerably harder than finding the solutions of the 

weak form. 

2.4 Convection-Diffusion (Weak Form) 

To develop the weak form of the convection-diffusion equation we will start with 

some needed definitions. Assume we are in L2 space with domain Q = (0,1) x (0,1) 

such that 

L2(Cl) = {v{x,y)\ I I \v{x,y)\''dxdy< 00} (2.9) 

Jo Jo 

with Hilbert spaces H\Q) and Hl{n) being defined as 

dv dv 
H\Q) = {v{x,y)eL2{m ^ e L 2 ( f i ) and — E L2(fi)} (2.10) 

Hi{n) = {v{x,y) e H\n)\ r; = 0 on dQ}. (2.11) 

Also define the corresponding scalar products and norms for v{x,y) and w{x,y) 
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LUQ exists. Then 
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and 

w = 0 on dn (2.8) 

where w :=u-uo and / i := f - LUQ (see [2]). So we will only consider our solutions 

to the problem on Q = (0,1) x (0,1) with homogeneous boundary conditions u = 
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2.3 Convection-Diffusion (Strong Form) 

Equation (1.1) is called the strong form of the convection-diffusion equation. In 
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to the Weak form and then go from there. Finding solutions of the strong forms of 
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(v,w) = f^v • wdxdy 

\ML2:U) = ij^v^dxdy)^ 

which we will denote as just ||L'||2 (see [3]). 

To transform equation (1.1) from its strong form to its weak form we multiply by 

a function v G ^o(^) and integrate both sides over the domain Q. Applying Greens 

formula we get 

e{Vu, Vv) + (^ • Vu, v) + {cu, v) = (/. v). 

Then the weak formulation of the model problem (1.1) reads: Find u G H^{n) such 

that 

B,{u,v) = f(v) \/veHi{n) 

where 

Be{u, v) = e(Vu, Wv) 4- (^ • Vii, v) -\- (cu, v) and 

f{v) = if^y) = J^f -vdxdy. 

This equation is commonly called the weak form, but many times is referred to as 

the variational or bilinear form of equation (1.1). 

2.5 Applications for Motivation 

In order to motivate our discussion of solving the convection-diffusion equation 

via the finite element method, let us consider some real world applications which can 

benefit from the results of this thesis. 

2.5.1 Pollutant Dispersal in a River Estuary 

In recent decades many efforts have been made to keep the environment clean and 

minimize the negative effects of industrial technology, especially when it comes to the 

pohution of rivers and subsequent pollution of the seas. If c is the concentration of 

a pollutant-which may be sewage, chemical or radioactive waste, even temperature 
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(eg. of power sation cooling water), etc- the typical equation governing its dispersal 

will be of the form 

^ - D A c + t;-Vc = 5 (2.12) 

This equation is almost exactly the same as the one we are interested in except for 

the absence of the reaction part of the equation. Intuitively, our method should work 

just as well in solving this equation as it does for solving our equation (see [4]) 

2.5.2 Viscous Compressible Flow past an Aerofoil and Others 

For present day aeronautical design calculations there is an increasing interest in 

being able to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations. But in order to solve this very 

complicated system of equations, we must be able to solve two convection-diffusion 

equations embedded in the system. The first is the momentum equation where the 

small parameter is the viscosity /i. The second is the temperature equation, where 

the small parameteris the conductivity K. 

Other applications can be found in areas that relate to \'orticity transport in the 

imcompressible Navier-Stokes equations, atmospheric pollution, the Fokker-Planck 

equation, semi-conductor equations, groundwater transport, as well as turbulence 

transport (see [4]). As you can see, the ability to solve convection-diffusion equations 

and especially to be able to solve them with a superconvergence rate is very important, 

as well as useful to manv in industry. 



CHAPTER III 

BASICS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

3.1 The Finite Element Space 

To construct the finite element space for this problem, we start by partitioning 

the domain Q into smaller rectangular subdomains Qĵ  for i.j = 1. 2. • • • . 2n. These 

rectangular subdomains are called elements and since there are a finite number we 

call them finite elements. The partitioning is commonly referred to as the element 

mesh. For this thesis, we shall deal, for the most part, with two different types of 

meshes which we have previously referred to as the "Type I"" mesh and the "Type 11" 

mesh. Commentary will be made about a third mesh, the uniform mesh, which we 

will use to motivate our results. The exact descriptions and definitions of these mesh 

types will be made later in this chapter. Our subdomains, Qij are defined as 

Qij = {{x,y) :Xi<x < x^+l and yj < y < yj+i}-

From this we define the finite element space. Let \'n C HQ{^) be the finite element 

space such that 

V; = {v(x,y) e H\n) : vn, G V{Q,j)} (3.1) 

where (J Slij = Q and V(^ij) is the set of polynomials of degree 1 in each variable 

on each subdomain fijj. Since we are dealing with a problem in two dimensions we 

restrict the degree of the polynomial to 1. Other methods, such as the hp method 

consider what happens when changing both the size of the element and the polynomial 

which interpolates the solution on each element. We focus on changing the size of 

the elements used, which of course is directly related to the number of subdivisions, 

n, we have in the boundary layer. 

3.2 Discrete Formulation of the Problem 

Since the dimension of our space is V = (2n - 1)^. then there are N linearly 

independent functions which span our finite element space. In other words, each 
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element in our space can be represented by a linear combination of these functions. 

Let 01, 02, • • • :(t)N be V Unearly independent functions in Vn- Then any !/„ G Û  

can be written as 

E N 

We can now sate our problem in its discrete form: Find Un G Ki such that 

Be{Un,v) = {f,v) VV G \n- (3.2) 

If we let V = (pi, then we have 

B,{Un,(f)t) = (/, Oj . (3.3) 

Now, substituting the discrete representation of Uh into (3.3) we get 

^eCjLi^j^j^^i) = (/»0i) '^(l>i^^n where i = l,2.- •• ,X 

which becomes 

^N Ej=i^j^e(0j,0t) = (f,(f>i) for z,j = 1,2, ••• ,7V. 

Therefore, solving (3.2) is reduced to the following linear algebra problem 

/ 

5e(01,02) Be(02,02) 

Be((t>NA\) 

Be((l>N,(l>2) 

\ 

^Be(0i,0Ar) 5e(02,0Ar) • • • B ,{(f) ]^, (f) N) ) \Us J \(/, 0.v)/ 

/..N 

U2 

^ / • 0 l ) ^ 

(/,02) 
(3.4) 

3.3 The Shishkin Mesh 

3.3.1 Type I Mesh 

Let us first define the transition parameter r = min(|,/celnn). This is the point 

of transition where we "cross-over," in a sense, to the boundary layer. This transition 

point, r, is used for both the x and y direction for this mesh, which divides the entire 

domain Q into four uniform subdomains which we shall denote as 



(0,1 - r) x (0,1 - r) 

(1 - r, 1) x (0,1 - r) 

( 0 , l - r ) x ( l - r , l ) 

( l - r , l ) x ( l - r , l ) . 

Each subdomain then contains n^ uniform rectangular elements. Basically, we are 

combining four uniform meshes to make one larger nonuniform mesh as shown in 

Figure 3.1. There are (2n -I- 1)^ total nodes {xi, yj) z, j = 0,1,2, • • • , 2n and An'^ 

elements (xi_i,x,) x (T/J.I, y^) i, j = 1,2, • • • , 2n (see [5]), 

We denote H = ^ and h = ^. For small e, the Shishkin mesh is highly graded 

with ratio of ^ = 0(e~^), It is neither regular nor quasi-uniform (see [5]). 

1 - r iv I I I M I M I MM 

g-\ 

XZ-. 
y 

MMMMI 

Ho 

MMMMI 

— 

~ r 

- i — 
1 Ml + I 1 

^ 

1 i 

^ 

= 

1 — r 

:v 
-bLrt: 1 

e-/ 
1 1 

l. 

Figure 3,1: Type I Shishkin Mesh 
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3.3.2 Type II Mesh 

The distinction between the Type I mesh and the Type II mesh is the addition of 

the parameter Ty = min(|, /c-^elnn) and the new notation that r^ = r as we defined 

T for the type I mesh. This now divides the domain fi into six subdomains as is clear 

from Figure 3.2. We will make no special notation for these six subdomains but note 

that each subdomain is again made up of uniform rectangular elements. We will give 

the following definitions for the step sizes used, 

i:^, = irik and K = ^ 

Hy = 
n 

1-2T, —^ and hy = ^ 
n y n 

where Hx is the large step size in the x direction, hx is the small step size in the x 

direction, Hy is the large step size in the y direction, and hy is the small step size in 

the y direction (see [5]), 

(1,1) 

1 - T„ 

Tv >. 

(0,0) l - V . 

Figure 3.2: Type II Shishkin Mesh 
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3.4 Basis Functions 

Before defining our basis functions, let us make some notational remarks for clar

ity. Unless otherwise stated N is the total number of interior nodal points which is 

equivalent to (2n - 1)^ where n is the number of subdivisions in the boundary layer. 

We will use a convenient numbering system, as shown in Figure 3.3, for distinguishing 

our global nodal points. The diagram of the Type I mesh for n = 5 given below shows 

the method or pattern by which we will consider the numbering of the nodal points, 

Nj as well as the global basis functions 0j (z, j = 1, 2, • • • , N). 

• 

Nio 

iVi 

iVii 

N2 

iVl2 

iVs 

• • • 

• • • 

Figure 3.3: Global Interior Nodal Points 

Now then, we can define our global basis functions, (f)i. such that 

0^(A^) = S^j where z, j = 1. 2, • • • , (2n - 1)' (3.5) 

In other words the function 0i takes on a value of 1 at its corresponding nodal point 

Ni and it reaches a value of 0 at all surrounding nodal points. This creates a sort of 

"tent" over the nodal point which covers the four immediately surrounding elements. 
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This is why sometimes we shall refer to these o^'s as tent functions. Notice that 

on any given element up to four global basis functions could be overlapping. This 

interaction will not be computationally considered on the global elements, looked at 

only on the reference element. Instead, we will be making all our calculations for each 

global element on a reference element via the following mappings 

^ = fe - J) + Y (3.6) 

. = ( % - ' ) + ! (3.T) 

where h is the width in the x direction of the element K and h is the height in the y 

direction of the same element K. 

Now on the reference element we define our four local basis functions in the fol

lowing manner 

0 1 - ^ ( 1 - 0 ( 1 - ^ ) (3.8) 

02 = J(1 + O(1-^) (3.9) 

03 = ^(1 + 0 ( 1 + ^) (3.10) 

04 = ^ ( 1 - 0 ( 1 + ^)- (3.11) 

Therefore, in calculating the left hand side of equation (3.4). we need only consider 

the values and interaction of these four local basis functions defined on the reference 

element. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between the global elements and the 

reference element. 
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A 

(1.1) 
I i 

Figure 3.4: Mapping from Global Element to Reference Element([l]). 
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3.5 Error Estimation 

3.5.1 The Semi-Norm 

We shall define the following semi-norm for approximating the convergence rate 

for the Type I mesh. 

'11. = ^T,i^^(=^K,yK)r + {^{xK,yK)nK\ (3.12) 

K 

Now since 

Un = Wl0l + ^202 + ti303 + ^^404 

= ^(1 - e)(i - )̂ + ^(1 + c)(i - )̂ + | ( i + 0(1 + ̂ ) + ^(1 - ?)(i + V) 

then we have 

^ = ^ ( i - f l - j ( i + 0 + T(i + «) + T( i -«) 

and from that we obtain 

-i?..-Dii-f(0'0)i^^iif(°'°)i^>i^i-
K 

Now let 

\K\ = 4hKhK. 
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Then we arrive at the following 

1̂  1̂ .̂  " 7 Z ^ TT (~^1 + 1/2 + ^3 - W4) + 7 > ^ - ^ 1 - W2 + U3 + t/4) 

and finally we have 

^ I ^ X ] 7~(~^l + 't/2 + ^̂3 - ^̂ 4)̂  + Y] T^{-Ul - W2 + W3 + 1̂ 4)̂ }-

This will be the form in which we compute the semi norm in the computer program

ming. It is very close in relationship to the Discrete Energy Norm we shall now look 

at. 

3.5.2 The Discrete Energy Norm 

We define a discrete energy norm || • \\^^n by 

Hin = K„+\\vr 

with 

Mln = ^T.K'^^KhK\'^v{xK,yK)\'^-

Here K = {XK - hx^XK + hx) x (yK - hK),yK + ^K) is an element. Under the 

Type I mesh, 2hK,2hK are either h or H. Under the Type II mesh, though, hx is 

either H^ or h^, and hK is either Hy or hy. In our analysis we shall use either K or 

(Xi_i,Xi) X (yj_i,yj) to represent an element, whichever is convenient. 

3.5.3 The Maximum Norm 

Let us define the maximum norm in the following way. If we think of our mesh as 

a grid, then the gridpoints would be called the Nodal points of the Shishkin mesh. It 

is at these points that we will evaluate the difference between the analytic solution 

and the numerical solution. So then we have 

\\u - Un\\oo,n = ^-^^Wixr.yj) - Un{x^,yJ)\ for ij = 1.2,-•• , V. (3.13) 
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We only consider the interior nodal points in our computations since we have previ

ously defined the boundary to be zero, both for the analytic and numeric solution. 
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CHAPTER I\ ' 

PREVIOUS RESULTS 

4.1 Basic Assumptions and Remarks 

Wtihout loss of generality, we asume that 

1 
c--diYP>co >0 (4.1) 

which can be achieved by a transformation u = ê (̂ +2/)̂ , for some bounded positive 

constant t when e is sufficiently small. 

In order to concentrate on finite element analysis, we will not become involved 

in the discussion of regularity. Instead, we simply make the following regularity 

assumption. We assume that the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) can be decomposed into 

U = U -\- WQ -\- Wi -\- W2 

where 

-(x,y)i<C 
dx^dy^ 

(4.2) 

|gg(.,.)|<C.-e-"<-^)/<. 

ox^oy^ 

for ah {x,y) G Q and 0 < z,j < 2. Indeed, regularity is a very complicated issue 

and most of the known results are for reaction-diffusion equations. However, the 

assumption made here is reasonable (see [5]). 

Also, on an individual rectangular element K. v e \'^ is defined as 

Vi^ , _ . Vr^ 
V{XK + hK^, yK - hKV) = -f{l - 0 ( 1 - ^) + ^ ( 1 + 0 ( 1 - V) 

+ ^ ( 1 + 0(1 + ^)+ ^ ( 1 - 0 ( 1 + /?) (̂ -3) 

= v(^,v), {tv)ek = [-i.i]^ 
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where 

Vi = V{XK - hK, yK - hK), 

V3 = V{XK + hK, yK + ^K), 

uf = V{XK + hK, yK - ^K), (4.4) 

v^ = V{XK - hK, yK + ^ K ) . (4-5) 

4.2 Prominent Theoretical Results 

First we peresent a result concerning a bound on the discrete energy norm. This 

theoretical result, given for the Type I mesh, will be substantiated by the numerical 

findings. In addition, in the absence of theoretical results of this kind for the Type 

II mesh we hope to find significant numerical evidence to support this same result. 

Theorem 4.1 Let it„ G Ki be the finite element approximation on the 

Shishkin Mesh of u with u satisfying the regularity sissumption (4.2). 

Then 

\\u - ixnilcn < C ' ( ( — ) ' + 4-)and 
n 7J2 

||« - «™lkn < C(—)^ if seK.. 
n 

Next we present a bound on the pointwise maximum norm error. This theoretical 

result for the Type I mesh will also be substantiated with numerical evidence. A-

gain we will also consider the numerical results for the Type II mesh and strive to 

numerically achieve the same kind of result. 

Theorem 4.2 Let it„ € Vn be the finite element approximation of u with u 

satisfying the regularity assumption (4,2). Then for the mesh point, or Nodal 

point, {Xm, Vn) G Qx U Qy, 

\{u-Un){Xm.yn)\<CC^ + '^) 

IfuGKt, 

ln5/2„ 
\{u-Un){Xm,yn)\<C'-^ 

To see a full explanation and proof of these theorems, see ([5]). 
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CHAPTER V 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Building the Matrix 

Recall the discrete formulation of the problem and the associated linear algebra 

problem given by 

'B , (0 i , 0 i ) 5,(02, 0i) ••• 5e(0Ar,0i)\ 

5e(01.02) 5,(02,02) ••• 5e(0;v,02) 

fuA 
U2 

i^5e(0i ,0yv) 5 , ( 0 2 , 07v) ••• B .{(j) N , (f) N) j \UNJ \ ( / , C5.v)y 

/ ( / • 0 l ) ^ 

(/- 02) 
(5.1) 

where 5,(0^, 0,) = e(V0j, V0,) + ;5(V0j, 0̂ ) + c(0^, 0,). For simplification, we wiU 

denote equation (5.1) by 

Au = I. 

Now A can be divided into four parts, namely: 

(5.2) 

The diffusive part, e{V(t)j,V(f)i), which we wih denote as 5, an N x V matrix. 

The convective part in the x direction, /3i(-^, 0i), which we will denote as 5 i , 

an N X N matrix. 

Q J 

The convective part in the y direction, P2{Q ,<!>{), which we will denote as B2, 

an N X N matrix. 

• The mass (or reaction) part, c(0j, 0^), which we will denote as C, also an V x N 

matrix. 

We see that for equation (5.2), A = S-\-Bi-j-B2-\-C. This enables us to make the 

calculations separately, simplifying to some degree our work. Recall that in order 

to make the calculations necessary to solve equation (5.1) we first map each global 
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element that we are on to the reference element via 

I = (li - ^) + f (5.3) 

y = (% - 5) + f (5-4) 

Once on the reference element we can use the associated local nodalshape functions 
r% ^L ^ ^K 

01) 025 03 J 04 for calculating each entry in A. In order to simplify the calculations even 

further we will perform each calculation element wisely. Recall that the interaction 

of any two 0^s occurs on at most four elements. Therefore we will have at most four 

separate calulations for any entry in 5, Bi, B2, or B2. On elements where the 0^5 

do not overlap, at least one of the 0jS involved in the calculation will be zero, thus 

making the entire integral zero. This follows directly from the definition of our global 

basis functions. This is a common occurence and will be the reason our matrix A will 

be very sparse. 

5.1.1 The Stiffness Matrix 

This part of A has the "heaviest weight" on the outcome of the solution because 

of the number of higher order derivatives involved. Now using our mappings above 

and the definitions of our local basis functions we derive the following: 

a0i a0i 

_ d<f)id^ d<t>idr} d^d^ d^jdrj 
~~ ^'d^'dbc "̂  "a^dS' 'W^ ^ drj dy' 
_ ,d^d^ d^jd-q 

d^ dx' drj dy 

(5.5) 

^ a0i2 d^2 
^ d^ h' dr] h^ 

since ? = ? and T^ = I. Then we conclude that 
ax n ay n 

v .̂-v0r=(tf t i ) 
(5.6) 

d^d^^ d^id^j 4 
d^ d^ /i2 "̂  drj dr) h^ 
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Therefore, the {i^^,f^) entry of the matrix S is 

(V0J, V0i) = /^ V(l)jV<l>idxdy yK. 

Then on each individual element K this becomes 

UJ 

(5.8) 

once it has been mapped to the reference element. 

5.1.2 The Convective Matrix 

Given p= (A, A) and V0,- = ( ^ , ^ ) we have 

^̂ •V0,=Af̂  + Af̂  ax ay 

d^ dx dr] dy 
Then we have the following 

(.̂ v,„,, = (Af£...f|,..) 

It is from this that we will now be able to directly define each part (the x and y 

direction) of the convective matrix, 

5.1.2.1 The X direction (Matrix Bi) 

Now it easy to see that the {i^^,j^^) entry of the matrix Bi is defined by 

(5.9) 

JK de, h"^' 

(5.10) 
= A / -KrT<l>idxdy VA:. 

After mapping this to the reference element, the calculation becomes 

^ , :^ d^j2 2hh^^^ './;/-;t!*̂  
1 ^ 50J - h 

to be done for each individual element K 
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5.1.2.2 The y direction (Matrix B2) 

Similarly we find that the (i^^,f^) entry of matrix B2 is 

[^2-^Ax) = 32 I ^(l>4xdy VA'. (5.12) 

After mapping each K to the reference element and noting that 

50J do. dr] ^ dr] 2 
^ ~ ^ ~^~T~ ^vhere —- = - . dy dr] dy dy h 

Then we arrive at the following equivalent calculation to be done on each individual 

element K 

2̂1'!_'§̂ 4̂ ^̂ "̂ - '"-̂^̂  
5.1.3 The Mass Matrix 

The matrix C, which we refer to as the mass matrix, has the least amount of effect 

on the solution since it contains no derivatives. This also makes it fairly simple to 

compute. 

For this matrix, the (i^^.f^) entry is 

(0j , 0j) = / ^ (j)j^idxdy MK. 

Then, after mapping each element to the reference element, the calculation on each 

individual element becomes 

/ (Pjii^i^d^dr]. (5.14) 

5.2 Uniform Mesh 

Since this is not a major part of this work and because we did not define it earlier, 

let us take a moment to define what we mean by a uniform mesh. The elements are 

square (so that h = h) and there are no transition points. 

All of the computations can be done by considering a handful of calculations 

because of the constant shape of the elements as well as considerably small number 
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of ways each element is positioned relative to the others, not to mention that all of 

the calculations are done using the same reference element. 

After making the appropriate calculations defined earlier, we find that 

(Ml M2 0 • • • 0 ̂  

M2 Ml M2 ' •. ': 

0 ••. •-. ••. 0 

: '•• M2 Ml M2 

0 ••• 0 M2 Ml J 

an N X N block tri-diagonal matrix where 

•̂  - 3 

\ 

^8 - 1 0 ••• 0 ^ 

Ml = 

1 8 - 1 ' 

V 

0 

0 

0 

- 1 8 - 1 

0 - 1 8 
/ 

an VJV X \/N tri-diagonal matrix and 

f-i -1 0 
1 - 1 - 1 • 

M2 = 

v 

0 

0 

0 

0 

\ 

. - 1 - 1 - 1 

• 0 - 1 - 1 
/ 

an V A'' X v Â  tri-diagonal matrix. 

Instead of showing each matrix in this manner we will consider a representative 

nodal point and the surrounding elements with calculations. Every calculation of the 

matrix S can be summed up by considering this one 4-element block since this is 

representative of any 4-element block in the entire mesh. Then instead of writing 

every matrix like we did above, jS can be represented as 
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-1 -1 

-1 
- « ! 

-1 

-1 n : -1 

Notice once more the block tri-diagonal structure of S. This same structure can 

be found in all of the matrices 5, Bi. B2. and C regardless of the mesh type because 

of the way we choose our global basis function. This of course causes the matrix .4 to 

be block tri-diagonal for all mesh types. In addition, .4 is symmetric positive definite. 

Using this notation consider the computations for the other three matrices which 

combined with S make up the matrix -4. The results for the following matrices j%Bi. 

J\B2, and J^C are given respectively. 

- 1 0 1 1 4 1 

and 

4 

1 

d 

J 

0 
T] 

z. 

0 

-1 

IB 

I. 

4 

5.3 The Load X'ector 

The right side of our problem given by equation (5.1) is called the load vector, an 

.V X 1 column vector. Computationally, the i^^ entry is found via (/, 0,), In the case 

of the uniform mesh we just allow / = 1 which implies that 
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{f.0^) = hh. 

Notice that we have not prescribed any solution, u, to begin with. Primarily because 

we are not concerned with the uniform mesh case except for motivation towards a 

better mesh type. We also use this definiton for the load vector when we first discuss 

the Type I non-uniform mesh. This again is for motivational purposes. 

Now in order to give definite superconvergence results we begin by first prescribing 

a solution u and then deriving / by using our equation 

/ = -eAu^S-Vu^cu. (ol5) 

For the Type I mesh we let 

u = xy{l - e-(^-^)/^)(l - e-^'-y^/') (5.16) 

and for the Type II mesh we let 

u = xy{l-y){l-e-^'-''^/'). (5.17) 

We then use Gaussian quadrature in two dimensions to find (/. 0t), which is exact 

for a large enough number of gaussian points. We use three in each direction which 

gives nine points on each element, by which to make the approximation. We do this, 

of course, after mapping each element to the reference element as we did before, so 

that 

I /(., yW^dy = /_; /_; /((x. - ̂ ) + f. (.. - I) + f )4^5 ê<i. (5.18) 

for each individual element K. 

Constructing the load vector in this way, we are able to know, ahead of time, 

the exact (analytic) solution. This is necessary in order to adequately compare our 

numerical solution against the true solution and thus obtain accurate convergence 

rates. 
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CHAPTER M 

RESULTS 

6.1 Uniform Mesh 

We now consider the solution to the convection-diffusion equation when we let 

f = I. No numerical integration is used for these computations and we do not even 

consider any norm values for this case. The intention of this case is to verify past 

results that the finite element method solution on this mesh is far from smooth, when 

we push the perturbation parameter, e -^ 0, even for a high number of elements, n. 

in the boundary layer. This indicates a slow rate of convergence and motivates us to 

consider a different mesh whose solution will converge more quickly. Consider Figures 

6.1 and 6.2 for which we fix e = .1, /5 = (1,1). and c = 1 and change n, the number 

of elements in the boundary layer. 

Figure 6.1: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 8 and e = .1 
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Figure 6,2: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 16 and e = ,1 

Notice the smoothness of the graph, this is definitely what we are interested in getting, 

but this is only because the perturbation parameter, e, is sufficiently large that the 

change near the boundary is not drastic enough to effect the entire solution. Remem

ber that we are interested in finding a mesh which is superconvergent independent 

of e. Now consider the following case, shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, for which we 

let e get even smaller creating a more rapid change at the boundary. Let e = .01, 

^ = (1,1), and c = 1 for the following. 
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0 0 

Figure 6.3: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 8 and e = .01 

Figure 6.4: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 16 and c = .01 

Notice how the sudden drop near the boundary layer causes the solution to appear 

"spiked" and very ragged. It is not as smooth as the original graphs when c = .1. In 

fact it almost seems to jump up right before it takes the quick decent to zero on the 

boundary effecting the entire solution. And if you think that is bad, then look at the 
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graphs of the solutions for e = .001. p = (1,1). and c = 1 shown in Figures 6.5 and 

6.6. 

0 0 

Figure 6.5: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 8 and e = .001 

0 0 

Figure 6,6: Uniform FEM Solution for n = 16 and e = ,001 

It is certainly clear that this mesh will not do well under the constraints of a very 

small value for e. So now we set out to find a mesh which then rapidly converges and 
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does so independent of e. 

6.2 Type I Non-Uniform Mesh 

6.2.1 Analytic Solution Unknown 

6.2.1.1 Solution Graphs 

So let us now consider our results when we solve the problem using the non

uniform rectangular Type I mesh as we defined earlier. We will start by considering, 

graphically, the possibility of superconvergence by way of letting / = 1 and then 

considering the "smoothness" of the solution. In addition we will present semi-norm 

results which lead us to believe that superconvergence is occuring. First consider the 

graphs for e = .01, shown in Figures 6.7-6.10, which is where our uniform mesh began 

having problems. Also, let ^ = (1,1), c = 1, and K = 2. We will consider different 

K, values later, but for now a reasonable choice is K = 2 (see [5]). Remember that 

the choice for K, determines the transition point where we cross over into the element 

boundary layer. 

0 0 

Figure 6.7: Type I FEM Solution for n = 6 and e = .01 
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0 0 

Figure 6,8: Type I FEM Solution forn = 8 and e = .01 

0.7, 

0.6, 

0.5, 

0.4, 

O J , 

0.2, 

0 . 1 , 

1 

0 0 

Figure 6.9: Type I FEM Solution for n = 16 and c = .01 
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Figure 6.10: Type I FEM Solution for n = 32 and e = .01 

Although there is some small movement in the solution when n is small, it is 

nothing like the uniform mesh solution. We definitely have improvement. Just quickly 

compare the uniform mesh soltuion with e = .01 and n = 16 with the Type I non

uniform solution for the same e and n = 6. Even with less than half the number of 

elements on the boundary layer, the solution is better. 
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6.2.1.2 Semi-Norm Results 

Next we present our findings concerning the semi-norm as defined earlier in the 

paper. They provide us with substantial evidence to lead us to believe that our as

sumption of superconvergence is in fact correct. However, the results are not strong 

enough to conclusively make this statement. The results are given in Tables 6.1 - 6.4. 

Table 6.1: Semi-Norm values for e = .01, ^ = (1,1), and c= 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K= 1 

.714615341669 

.508044407385 

.435756815652 

.386490833464 

.371807903341 

.364193391214 

.363128285898 

.364030244525 

K, = 2 

.338035731648 

.350739822889 

.358696437576 

.366381412426 

.369818692064 

.372765596415 

.373934924408 

.374710467042 

.374811049661 

K = 2.b 

.336635773781 

.355681191521 

.363963690360 

.370508340085 

.372861802119 

.374293657511 

.374454944169 

.373914319353 

.373148114289 

Av = 3 

.341205865101 

.360137934463 

.367338451792 

.372248732957 

.373534177737 

.373613658933 

.372906918551 

.371243974479 
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Table 6.2: Semi-Norm values for e = .01, P= (1,1), and c = 0 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

« = 2 

.33803573164871 

.35073982288999 

.35869643757639 

.36638141242687 

.36981869206478 

.37276559641533 

.37393492440829 

.37471046704219 

.37481104966136 

/c = 2.5 

.33663577378128 

.35568119152143 

.36396369036090 

.37050834008561 

.37286180211909 

,37429365751104 

.37445494416985 

,37391431935395 

.37314811428953 

Table 6.3: Semi-Norm values for e = .001, p = (1,1), and c = 0 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

« = 2 

.37485449878811 

.39161470390834 

.40425333718048 

.41858131624546 

.42607455442075 

.43361619309698 

.43742114518002 

.44137773094194 

.44351635327828 

/c = 2.5 

.36789053461384 

.39605612234498 

.41115711833919 

,42621429422905 

,43343930719220 

.44025502340571 

.44349818222066 

.44671775468536 
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Table 6.4: Semi-Norm values for e = .0001, 3 = (1.1). and c = 0 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K, = 2 

.37965680930133 

.39779942269617 

.41166012968343 

.42814990304550 

.43737191432546 

.44732590008086 

.45262456803294 

.45820160471821 

.46115091004555 

K = 2.b 

.37176458367572 

40182624478165 

.41847370549193 

.43601275265945 

.44515723665535 

.45460515527076 

.45945769331238 

.46441000552680 

6.2.1.3 Loglog Graphs of the Semi-Norm 

The following is a graphical representation of the semi-norm results previously 

given. In order to construct the graphs, assumptions must be made as to what number 

the sequence of semi-norm values is actually converging to. This takes a little guess 

work and is why we do not use these results as proof enough for superconvergence. 

For instance, if we consider the data for «: = 2 given above in Tables 6,2-6.4 (where 

^ = (1,1) and c = 0) we approximate convergence results. 
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10" • • . . 1 1 . I • 

10" 10' 10' 

Figure 6.11: Type I Semi-norm results for e = .01, .001, .0001 and « = 2 

Notice the comparative numerical rates of convergence versus the finear convergence 

and (̂ sji)2 shown in Figure 6.11. For every e the convergence is better than linear 

and approximately the same as ( ^ ) ^ , indicating a convergence rate independent of 

e. The same thing can be seen in the loglog graph for K = 2,5 (Figure 6.12). 
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10" _i L 

slope = 1 
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Figure 6.12: Type I Semi-norm results for e = .001, and e = .0001 for K = 2.5 

We see that the given graphical displays of the semi-norm values support our belief 

that superconvergence rates do exist. That is to say, we are still hopeful and expectant 

of the possibility of a superconvergence rate independent of e. 

6.2.2 Analytic Solution Known 

In order to exactly determine the rate of convergence we have first chosen a so

lution, u = xy{l - e-(i-^)/0(l - e-^^-y^l'), of equation (1.1 - 1.2). Then we will try 

to reconstruct this solution using our finite element on our Type I mesh. We can 

then determine via the discrete energy norm the actual rate of convergence of the 

numerical solution and show with finality the superconvergence rate. In addition we 

will consider the maximum norm results as additional evidence. We will also consider 
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the stability of our method by examining the condition number of the matrix ,4 in 

the L2 sense. 

6.2.2.1 Solution Graphs 

First we present graphical evidence of the convergence of our solution. We consider 

the solutions as we let e -> 0. Starting with e = .01 and ending up with e = .00001. 

We consider P = (1,1), c = 1, and K = 2 for Figures 6.13 - 6.20.. 

Figure 6.13: Type I FEM Solution e = .01 and n = 6 
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0J»^ 

0.8, 

0.7, 

0.6, 

0 5 , 

0.4, 

O J , 

0.2, 

0 . 1 , 

1 

0.8 

0.6 OJ 

0.4 0.6 

0.2 
0.4 

0.2 
0 0 

Figure 6.14: Type I FEM Solution e = .01 and n = 24 

0 0 

Figure 6.15: Type I FEM Solution e = .001 and n = 6 
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0 0 

Figure 6.16: Type I FEM Solution e = .001 and n = 24 

0 0 

Figure 6.17: Type I FEM Solution e = .0001 and n = 6 
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0 0 

Figure 6.18: Type I FEM Solution e = .0001 and n = 24 

0 0 

Figure 6.19: Type I FEM Solution e = .00001 and n = 6 
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0 0 

Figure 6.20: Type I FEM Solution e - .00001 and n = 24 

Notice how e seems to have little or even no effect on the overall solution. Even 

when e gets extremely small, namely e = .00001, the solution looks fairly good even 

for n = 6 and extremely good for n = 24 (Figure 6.20). Recall how the uniform 

mesh was unrecognizable for e = .001 even for large n. Graphically, we are seeing no 

distinguishable change in the solution as e changes. 

6.2.2.2 Discrete Energy Norm Values 

Here we will present the discrete energy norm values as defined earlier in this 

paper. These are for the Type I non-uniform rectangular mesh in which we know 

our analytic solution u and can precisely compare it to our numeric solution. The 

following results given in Tables 6.5-6.7 will give definite proof of the superconvergence 

rate. 
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Table 6.5: Discrete Energy Norm values for e = .01, ^ = (1.1). and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

/c = 2 

.03284714586656 

.02147985596507 

.01556443560434 

.00952535407347 

.00656292706100 

.00378336050832 

.00252240527539 

.00139787619610 

9.079420657039015 e-14 

AC = 2.5 

.03909658032719 

.02879799025809 

.02196137434086 

.01409884265845 

.00993973000697 

.00584358470102 

.00392153127775 

.00218082106247 

.00141757046229 

Table 6.6: Discrete Energy Norm values for e = .001, 13 = (1,1), and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n= 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

/c = 2 

.03048922348805 

.02060323510898 

.01525323393032 

,00953623145620 

.00663292832176 

,00384436052962 

.00256229210314 

,00141559735166 

9.170014950611918 e-4 

/c = 2.5 

.03924258833156 

.02901487375415 

.02211013351960 

.01415370918981 

.00996018579867 

.00584614941652 

.00392117639354 

.00217991215781 

.00141681274723 
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Table 6.7: Discrete Energy Norm values for e = .0001, 3 = (1,1). and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K = 2 

.03006750619921 

.02034513939042 

.01508158593716 

.00945317801270 

.00659242043571 

.00383488699396 

.00255932329422 

.00141438101687 

9.161227610846305 e-4 

AC = 2.5 

.03923238928924 

.02902992476571 

.02213006856514 

.01417258706038 

.00997510901081 

.00585385966518 

.00392478428303 

.00218067606734 

.00141694189418 

6.2.2.3 Loglog Graphs of the Discrete Energy Norm 

Using the data in the tables above, we can construct loglog graphs using the 

discrete energy norm. This will explicitly show the rate of convergence as it compares 

to linear convergence as well as a convergence rate of 0 ( ( ^ ) ^ ) . 
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Figure 6.21: Convergence rates w.r.t. the Discrete Energy Norm for AC = 2.0 

Figure 6,22: Convergence rates w.r.t. the Discrete Energy Norm for AC = 2.5 

By looking at both loglog plots, shown in Figures 6.21 and 6.22, it is abundantly clear 

how each rate of convergence mimics the convergence of 0 ( ( ^ ) ^ ) . This supports the 
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previous theoretical findings of Dr. Zhimin Zhang concerning this problem. Notice, 

also, how the convergence rate is not effected by e. This leads us to firml\- believe 

that the superconvergence rate is independent of e, 

6.2.2.4 Maximum Norm Results 

Additionally, we consider the maximum difference which occurs between the an

alytic and numeric solution at the nodal points. Nj j = 1, 2. • • • . N. Results aare 

shown in Tables 6.8-6.10. 

—• 

Table 6.8: Maximum Norm values for 6 = .01, /3 = (1,1), and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K = 2 

.01907503714193 

.01380837683175 

.00818214147743 

.00310104092491 

.00131035121727 

2.708763156676897 e-4 

4.931885339776176 e-5 

3.608224830031759 e-16* 

1.110223024625157 e-15* 

AC = 2.5 

.00856077665548 

.00497025697915 

,00256594215469 

8.033364457165071 e-4 

2.950830817600725 e-4 

4.918681724808138 e-5 

7,263197682738642 e-6 

5.551115123125783 e-16* 

1.49880108324396 e-15* 

* indicates unreasonably small values 
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Table 6.9: Maximum Norm values for e = .001, P = (1.1), and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

71 = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K = 2 

.02727407999891 

.02255826255701 

.01584907401472 

.00848229856710 

.00511274370733 

.00234884979959 

.00129869039081 

5.208430467286795 e-4 

2.678863723790670 e-4 

Ac = 2.5 

.01174920655217 

.00833147917604 

.00511250619463 

.00228066551498 

.00120822548098 

4.611271977644771 e-4 

2.228541210498314 e-4 

7.505962425857771 e-5 

3.294163181855048 e-5 

Table 6.10: Maximum Norm values for e = .0001, /? = (1,1), and c = 1 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

K = 2 

.02837259450418 

.02360630211813 

.01687975326824 

.00933211783052 

,00579763401766 

.00282803113806 

.00165928669542 

7.635336466098597 e-4 

4.339821587788784 e-4 

«: = 2.5 

.01212646452519 

.00874676873197 

.00546152941484 

.00251666916636 

.00137428355527 

5.570462249322450 e-4 

2.857671497213943 e-4 

1.084218180392726 e-4 

5.36251105271002 e-5 
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6.2.2.5 Loglog Graphs of the Maximum Norm 

After computing values for the maximum norm, we find the following convergence 

rates (Figures 6.23-6.24). 

10° r 
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Figure 6.23: Convergence rates w.r.t. the Maximum Norm for AC = 2.0 
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Figure 6.24: Convergence rates w.r.t. the Maximum Norm for AC = 2.5 

As you can see, convergence rates for the maximum norm are better than optimal, 

which substantiates previous theoretical claims (see [5]). 

6.2.2.6 Condition Numbers 

In order to be able to determine the stability of this particular method, we consider 

the condition number of the matrix A, which we shall denote as AC(.4). We only 

consider the condition number in the L2 norm defined as ||A||||^~^||. By considering 

how it changes with respect to e and n we can determine the stability of our method. 

Results for the Type I non-uniform mesh are found in Figure 6.25 as well as Tables 

6.11 and 6.12. We let ^ - (1,1) and c = 1 for both sets of numbers. 
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Table 6.11: Condition Numbers of ^ for /c = 2 and e = .01 

n = 3 

n = 4 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

K{A) 

78.50734266118046 

113.5196880646718 

205.0618200798593 

317.2003486520138 

586.2979361011259 

902.5996747446565 

1656.212765101703 

2559.128202708529 

Table 6.12: Condition Numbers of A for K, = 2 and n = 16 

e = .l 

e = .05 

e = .01 

6 = .005 

6 = .001 

e = .0005 

e = .0001 

AC(A) 

98.84084391613031 

171.1611664255132 

902.5996747446565 

1723.899799690075 

7609.124916110475 

14915.48100315449 

73452.74305299864 

Graphically, we can see exactly how changes in e and n effect the condition number 

of the matrix A. 
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Figure 6.25: Condition Numbers of the Matrix A 

Take notice that as e —>• 0 that the the condition number of the matrix A gets 

exponentially larger. This should indicate that although our solution is very good 

and convergence very fast, we must take great care in solving the matrix A. But 

on the flip side, for a fixed e, we see that the condition number will eventually be 

bounded above by a small power of n, indicating that is reasonable to believe we can 

safely solve the matrix A. 

6.3 Type II Non-Uniform Mesh 

6.3.1 Analytic Solution Unknown 

Now, using the Type II non-uniform rectangular mesh we hope to see similar 

results as we did with the Type I mesh concerning the rate of convergence. First 
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consider the case where we let / = 1. This means we do not have the analytic 

solution but will at some later point make a conjecture as to what it is in order to 

consider approximate convergence rates. Recall that the Type II mesh is designed to 

handle sharp boundary layers near the lines y = 0, y = 1. and x = I. 

6.3.1,1 Solution Graphs 

Figures 6.26-6.31 are the graphical results of the numerical solutions to the convection-

diffusion equation (1.1-1.2) when / = 1. We also let p = (1,0) in order to create the 

perturbations in the right areas. In addition, we assign AĈ  = 2, ACy = .5, and c = 1. 

0 0 

Figure 6.26: Solution for e = .01 and n = 8 
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Figure 6.27: Solution for e = .01 and n = 64 

0.25 

0.15, 

0.05 

0 0 

Figure 6.28: Solution for e = .001 and n = 8 
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0 0 

Figure 6.29: Solution for e = .001 and n = 64 
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0.15, 

0.05, 

0 0 

Figure 6,30: Solution for e = .0001 and n = 8 
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0.25 

0.15 

0.05 

0 0 

Figure 6.31: Solution for e = .0001 and n = 64 

In each case, the solution is smooth even for small n (here we let n = 8). In addition, 

letting n = 64 produces an extremely accurate picture of the solution. Also keep in 

mind that as e —> 0 the solution is not severley distorted, at least nothing that is 

graphically visible. We will soon see that this is a true statement however, verifying 

it via the semi-norm results. 

6.3.1,2 Semi-Norm Results 

Using the semi-norm as previously defined, we are able to compute the following 

results found in Table 6.13. 
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Table 6.13: Semi-Norm values for AĈ  = 2.0. Ky = .b. J = (1, 0). and c = 1 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

e = .01 

0.06154303627198 

0.06607250437738 

0.07302864506397 

0.07903476798421 

0.08841874967654 

0.09557414967505 

0.10624030866993 

0.11418763264762 

e = .001 

0.03183381636451 

0.03378415496830 

0.03260528091076 

0.03275609476858 

0,03377709826890 

0.03486911022349 

0.03671677112564 

0.03816634399946 

e = .0001 

0.02327666446150 

0.02475555420870 

0.02142021479295 

0.02008291120380 

0.01903440989732 

0.01867169242849 

0.01849537769328 

0.01852816989649 

6.3.1.3 Lolog graphs of the Semi-Norm 

For the given semi-norm data, we are able to create the following graph by once 

again guessing the semi-norm value for which each sequence is converging and thereby 
—* 

we obtain an estimate of the rate of convergence. Once again, we let /3 = (1. 0), c = 1. 

ACi = 2.0 and ^2 = .5. The results, found in Figure 6.32, seem to imply that there 

exists a superconvergent rate similar to that found for the Type I mesh. In order to 

determine this explicitly we must do as before and compare numerical solutions with 

a known solution of the convection-diffusion equation. 
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Figure 6,32: Convergence rates w.r.t. the Semi-Norm for e = .01 and e = .001 

6.3.2 Analytic Solution Known 

Let u = xy{l — y){l — e~^^~^^^^) then from this we can derive the value for / via 

the equation / = -eAu + /3 • Vu + cw. We continue to use ^ = (1,0), c = 1, ACI = 2.0 

and AC2 = .5. Choosing such a u gives us the ability to precisely compare the numeric 

and analytic solutions thereby establishing a convergence rate. 

6.3.2.1 Solution Graphs 

Using two-dimensional numerical integration, numerical solutions for the convection-

diffusion equation can be found to compare to the analytic solution u given above. 

These numerical solutions are found in Figures 6.33-6.37. 
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Figure 6.33: Solution for e = .01 and n = 8 
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Figure 6.34: Solution for e = .01 and n = 64 
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Figure 6.35: Solution for e = .001 and n = 8 
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Figure 6.36: Solution for e = .001 and n = 64 
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Figure 6.37: Solution for e = .0001 and n = 8 

Not surprisingly, the solutions, found in Figures 6.33-6.37, remain very smooth 

with a small choice for n even as e -> 0. We can expect to see superconvergent rates 

independent of e for the Type II mesh. 

6.3.2.2 Maximum Norm Results 

Maximum Norm results have been found to be the following for the Type II mesh 

with Kx = 2.0, ^ = (1,0), and c = 1. These results are given in Tables 6.14-6.15. 
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Table 6.14: Maximum Norm values for the Type II Mesh with AĈ  = .5 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

e = .01 

0.00736132088123 

0.00377513073265 

0.00177711700381 

0.00115953249619 

6.329000479867730e-04 

4.089081714024334e-04 

2.185537127682713e-04 

1.396618427810248e-04 

e = .001 

0.01096010930483 

0.00610969207201 

0.00264928424463 

0.00144180135180 

7.015510943835235e-04 

4.466488554766834e-04 

2.362872312422770e-04 

1.495493920118107e-04 

e = .0001 

0.01166238041620 

0.00665105499976 

0.00301662288464 

0.00171116516479 

7,823263343346709e-04 

4,887480800308819e-04 

2.512800518007230e-04 

l,559343983751349e-04 

Table 6.15: Maximum Norm values for the Type II Mesh with AĈ  = 1.0 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n= 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

n = 48 

n = 64 

e = .01 

0.00636636172533 

0.00314253455152 

0.00152177602672 

0.00104555214347 

5.925766822755529e-04 

3.900923989063332e-04 

2.130022013561994e-04 

1.373082184302765e-04 

e = .001 

0.01054230300248 

0.00583642772948 

0.00250180244325 

0.00134899419729 

6,692083975640140e-04 

4.269091072478526e-04 

2.265029091252924e-04 

1.439968355497201e-04 

e = .0001 

0.01152187017571 

0.00655757263973 

0.00296544945112 

0.00167858933430 

7.694316930908218e-04 

4.812267151723393e-04 

2.477063208209673e-04 

1.537448500580907e-04 

6.3,2.3 Loglog Graphs of the Maximum Norm 

It is from Tables 6.14-6.15 that we are now able to show the convergence rates 

with respect to the Maximum Norm. Consider the following graph which indicates a 
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convergence rate greater than the optimal rate using this norm (Figure 6.38). 
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Figure 6.38: Maximum Norm results for the Type II Mesh 

Unfortunately, discrete energy norm results were not obtained for the Type II mesh, 

but all indications point to the ability to achieve a superconvergent rate with respect 

to that norm as well. 

6.3.2,4 Condition Numbers 

The condition numbers of the matrix A for the Type II mesh were similar to those 

in the Type I mesh, although sUghtly better for the Type II mesh. Tables 6.16-6.17 

and Figure 6,39 give a summary of the condition numbers. We only consider the 

condition number in the L2 norm defined as ||A||||>1-^||. We also let /3 = (1,0) and 

c = 1 for both sets of numbers. 
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Table 6.16: Condition Numbers of -4 for AĈ. = 2, K„ = .5. and e = .01 

n = 6 

n = 8 

n = 12 

n = 16 

n = 24 

n = 32 

K{A) 

84.63715453168948 

1.173054003406424e+02 

1.911590518218910e+02 

2.757476171005014e-f02 

4.734296898557785e+02 

2.757476171005014e+02 

Table 6.17: Condition Numbers of A for AĈ  = 2, ACy = .5. and n = 16 

6 = ,1 

e = ,05 

e = ,01 

6 = .005 

e = .001 

€ = .0005 

6 = ,0001 

<A) 

1.115495436794310e-h02 

1.243330782998772e-h02 

2.757476171005014e-h02 

4.526319499981994e+02 

1.267303159453399e+03 

2.359165062031172e+03 

6.999492913555676e+03 
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Figure 6.39: Condition Numbers of the Matrix A 

It is clear that care must be taken in solving this matrix, but yet for a fixed e 

we are able to bound the condition number with some small multiple of n^. In this 

fashion these reulsts are similar to those found for the Type I mesh. In contrast 

though, for a fixed e value, it takes less to bound the condition number for the Type 

II mesh than with the Type I mesh. 

6.4 Conclusions 

Numerical results have been given which substantiate previous theoretical findings 

by Dr. Zhimin Zhang concerning the Type I mesh. These numerical results show a 

superconvergence independent of e for the convection-diffusion equation in two di

mensions with respect to both the maximum and discrete energy norm. In addition. 
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in the absence of the same theoretical proof for the Type II mesh, this paper intro

duced strong numerical evidence that this same superconvergent result does occur 

when using the Type II mesh. Condition numbers showed that in both cases care 

should be taken when solving the matrix A, yet our numerical experience proved that 

these solutions are very attainable. 
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APPENDIX A 

Uniform Mesh Programs 

This is the driver program used to solve the uniform mesh case written for Matlab 

but graphs generated using Matlab5. 

ep=input('Enter the epsilon value '): 

bl=input('Enter the value for betal '); 

b2=input('Enter the value for beta2 '); 

c=input('Enter the value for c '); 

elemnum=input('Enter the mesh size '); 

siz=elemnum-l: 

A=matrixA(ep,siz): 

Bl=matrixBl (bl ,siz); 

B2=matrixB2(b2.siz); 

C=matrixC(c,siz); 

S=A-|-Bl-HB2+f=ones(siz*siz,l); 

U=S\ f; 

plotscde(U,siz); 

end 
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This generates the block tri-diagonal matrix A for the Uniform mesh. 

function [out]=matrixA (epsilon ,meshsize) 

updiagl=8;middiagl=-l;lowdiagl=-l; 

updiag2=-l;middiag2=-l;lowdiag2=-l; 

h=1 / (meshsize-l-1); 

0=ones(meshsize); 

V=tril(0,l)-tril(0); 

Ml=updiagl*eye(size(0))-t-middiagl*V-Hlowdiagl*V'; 

M2=updiag2*eye(size(0))-hmiddiag2*V-hlowdiag2*V'; 

S=[ Ml M2; M2 Ml]; 

for n=3:meshsize 

[ m, m ] = size(S); 

S=[ S [ zeros(m-meshsize,meshsize); M2]; [ zeros(meshsize,m-meshsize) M2] Ml]; 

end 

factor=epsilon/(3*h^); 

S=sparse(S); 

S=factor.*S; 

out=S; 

end; 
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This generates the block tri-diagonal matrix Bi for the uniform mesh. 

function[out]=matrixBl (betal,meshsize) 

updiagl=0;middiagl=4;lowdiagl=-4; 

updiag2=0;middiag2=l;lowdiag2=-l; 

h=l/(meshsize-|-l); 

0=ones(meshsize); 

V=tril(0,l)-tril(0); 

Ml=updiagl*eye(size(0))-hmiddiagl*V-hlowdiagl*V'; 

M2=updiag2*eye(size(0))-hmiddiag2*V-flowdiag2*V'; 

S=[ Ml M2; M2 Ml]; 

for n=3:meshsize 

[ m, m ]=size(S); 

S=[ S [ zeros(m-meshsize,meshsize); M2]; [ zeros(meshsize,m-meshsize) M2] Ml]; 

end 

factor=betal/(12 * h); 

S = sparse(S); 

S = factor.*S; 

out=S; 
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This generates the block tri-diagonal matrix B2 for the uniform mesh. 

function [out]=matrixB2 (beta2,meshsize) 

updiagl=0;middiagl=0;lowdiagl=0; 

updiag2=4;middiag2=l;lowdiag2=l; 

h= 1 / (meshsize-t-1); 

0=ones(meshsize); 

V=tril(0,l)-tril(0); 

Ml=updiagl*eye(size(0))+middiagl*V-hlowdiagl*V'; 

M2=updiag2*eye(size(0))-Hmiddiag2*V-hlowdiag2*V'; 

S=[ Ml M2; -M2 Ml); 

for n=3: meshsize 

[ m, m ] = size(S); 

S=[ S [ zeros(m-meshsize,meshsize); M2]; [ zeros(meshsize,m-meshsize) -M2] Ml); 

end 

factor=beta2/(12*h); 

S=sparse(S); 

S=factor.*S; 

out=S; 

end; 
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This generates the block tri-diagonal matrix C for the unifrom mesh. 

function[out]=matrixC(c,meshsize) 

updiagl=16;middiagl=4;lowdiagl=4; 

updiag2=4;middiag2=1 ;lowdiag2=1; 

h= 1 / (meshsize-l-1); 

0=ones(meshsize); 

V=tril(0,l)-tril(0); 

Ml=updiagl*eye(size(0))-l-middiagl*V+lowdiagl*V'; 

M2=updiag2*eye(size(0))-hmiddiag2*V+lowdiag2*V'; 

S=[ Ml M2; M2 Ml]; 

for n=3:meshsize 

[ m, m 1 = size(S); 

S=[ S [ zeros(m-meshsize,meshsize); M2]; [ zeros(meshsize,m-meshsize) M2] Ml]; 

end 

factor=c/36; 

S=sparse(S); 

S=factor.*S; 

out=S; 

end; 
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This function plots the solution of the convection-diffusion equation for the uni

form mesh. 

function [out]=plotscde (U ,siz) 

% place zeros in the right spots because of boundary conditions 

M=zeros((siz-h2)2,l); 

for i=l:siz 

for j=l:siz 

M(j*siz-h(2*j-hl)-hi,l)=U((j-l)*siz-hi,l); 

end 

end 

MM=M; 

UU=zeros(siz-l-2); 

% put solution vector into a matrix form in order to use mesh 

for i=0:siz-F2-l 

UU(:,i-M)=M(l-hi*(siz-h2):(i-fl)*(siz-h2),:); 

end 

[ X, Y ]=meshgrid(0:l/(siz-f l):l,0:l/(siz-hl):l); 

W=UU'; 

mesh(W); 

end 

end; 
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APPENDIX B 

Non-Uniform Mesh Type I Programs 

This is the driver program to solve the convection diffusion equation for the Type 

I mesh where we are given a solution u and use double numerical integration to solve 

the load vector. We have omitted the program which uses the type I mesh to solve 

the problem where / = 1 for the sake of brevity. 

% solves non-uniform mesh type I with a given u and using 

% numerical integration to find f inner product phi 

% also finds the discrete energy norm and maximum error at 

% nodal points 

% clear; 

global ep bl b2 c gpnum gp wf n tau; 

ep=input('Enter the epsilon value '); 

bl=input('Enter the value for betal '); 

b2=input('Enter the value for beta2 '); 

c=input('Enter the value for c '); 

kappa=input('Enter the value for kappa '); 

meshsize=input('Enter the mesh size '); 

gpnum=3; 

n=meshsize/2; 

t=kappa*ep*log(n); 

if t < .5 % assign tau a value no less than 1/2 

tau=t; else tau=.5; end % tau=.5; % converts problem to uniform mesh 

H=(l-tau)/n; % length of large element 

h=tau/n; % length of small element 

[wf gp]=findweights; % finds weights and gaussian points to 

% use in integration; returns answers as column vectors; gaussian points 
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% are top to bottom least to greatest 

xl=0:H:l-tau; x2=l-tau+h:h:l; x=[xl,x2]; 

yl=0:H:l-tau; y2=l-tau+h:h:l; y=[yl,y2]; 

% computes the (x,y) coordintaes of the nodal points 

A=matrixxAA(ep,n,h,H); % convection matrix 

Bl=matrixxBl(bl,n,h,H); % diffusion in direction of beta 1 

B2=matrixxB2(b2,n,h,H); % diffusion in direction of beta 2 

C=matrixxC(c,n,h,H); % reaction matrix 

Stiffmtrx=A-hBl-FB2-fC; f=computeload(x,y); % load vector 

U=Stiffmtrx\f; % solution vector 

SolMtrx=cdeplots(U,n,tau); % plots the solution after padding matrix 

% with zeros 

% print NUtypeIk2m32 

TruSol=analytic(x,y); 

pause, 

PtErr=PtErrplot(TruSol-SolMtrx,n,tau); % plots pointwise error at nodal 

% print NUerrtypeI2m32 

% snorm=seminorm(SolMtrx,H,h); % computes the semi-norm 

energy=denergynorm(SolMtrx,H,h,x,y) % computes the discrete enrgy norm 

maxnorm=max(max(TruSol-SolMtrx)) % computes the maximum norm 

end 
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This function finds the Gaussian points and the weights used for the numerical 

integration. 

% this function finds the weights to use during numerical 

% integration. 

function [wf,gp]=findweights 

global gpnum; 

u=(l:gpnum-l)./sqrt((2*(l:gpnum-l)).^-l); 

[vc,gp]=eig(diag(u,-l)+diag(u,l)); 

[gp,k]=sort(diag(gp)); % gaussian points 

wf=2*vc(l,k)'.^; % weight function 

length=sum(wf); % total length of interval 

end 
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This function builds the tri-diagonal matrix A. 

function[out]=matrixxAA(epsilon,n,h,H) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix A 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

e l l=- l /3 ; 

el2=8/3; 

el3=2/3*(2-hH/h-hh/H); 

el4=-2*H/3/h-hh/3/H; 

el5=4/3*(H/h-fh/H); 

el6=-l/6-h/3/H+H/6/h; 

el7=-l/6*(H/h+h/H); 

el8=H/3/h-2*h/3/H; 

el9=-l/6-H/3/h-hh/6/H; 

ellO=-2*h/3/H-hH/3/h; 

elll=h/3/H-2*H/3/h; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix A 

Ml=submatrixx(el2,ell,ell,el3,el4,el4,el5,n) 

M2=submatrixx(ell,ell,ell,el6,el7,el7,el8,n] 

M3=submatrixx(el3,el6,el6,el3,el9,el9,el3,n] 

M4=submatrixx(el4,el7,el7,el9,ell,ell,ell,nJ 

M5=submatrixx(el5,el8,el8,el3,ell,ell,el2,n) 

% Use M1..,M5 to create the matrix A 

S=[M1 M2;M2 Ml]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

if j < n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] Ml]; 
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elseif j==n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f l,2*n-l); M2j; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] M3]; 

elseif j > n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

end 

AA=epsilon*S; % multiply by the factor of epsil 

AA=sparse(AA); % used to increase efficiency 

out=AA; 

end 

on 
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This function builds the matrix Bi for the non-uniform mesh Type I. 

function[out]=matrixxBl (betal,n,h,H) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix Bl 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=H/12; 

el2=H/3; 

el3=0; 

el4=h/12; 

el5=h/3; 

el6=h/6-fH/6; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix Bl 

Ml=submatrixx(el3,el2,-el2,el3,el2,-el2,el3,n); 

M2=.25*M1; 

M3=submatrixx(el3,el6,-el6,el3,el6,-el6,el3,n); 

M4=submatrixx(el3,el4,-el4,el3,el4,-el4,el3,n); 

M5=4*M4; 

% Use M1..,M5 to create the matrix Bl 

S=[M1 M2;M2 Ml]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifj < n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-M,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] Ml); 

elseif j==n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M2l M3]; 

elseif j > n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f-l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

end Bl=betal*S; % multiply by the factor of epsilon 
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Bl=sparse(Bl); % used to increase efficiency 

out=Bl; 

end 
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This function builds the matrix B2 for the non-uniform mesh Type I. 

function[out]=matrixxB2(beta2,n,h,H) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix B2 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=H/12; 

el2=H/3; 

el3=0; 

el4=h/12; el5=h/3; 

el6=h/6-hH/6; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix B2 

Ml=zeros(2*n-l); 

M2=submatrixx(el2,ell,ell,el6,el4,el4,el5,n); 

M3=M1; 

M4=M2; 

M5=M1; 

% Use Ml...M5 to create the matrix B2 

S=[M1 M2;-M2 Ml]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifj < n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2); [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) -M2] Ml]; 

elseif j==n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-M) -M2] M3]; 

elseif j > n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n+l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) -M4] M5l; 

end 
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B2=beta2*S; % multiply by the factor of epsilon 

B2=sparse(B2); % used to increase efficiency 

out=B2; 

end 
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This function builds the matrix C for the non-uniform mesh Type I. 

function[out]=matrixxC(c,n,h,H) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix C 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=HV36; 

el2=HV9; 

el3=4*HV9; 

el4=hV36; 

el5=hV9; 

el6=4*hV9; 

el7=H*h/36; 

el8=H*h/9; 

el9=(H*h-hH2)/18; 

ellO=(2*H*h-f-2*H2)/9; 

elll=(H*h-hh2)/18; 

ell2=4*H*h/9; 

ell3=(2*h2-H2*H*h)/9; 

ell4=(h2-hH2-h2*H*h)/9; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix C 

Ml=submatrixx(el3,el2,el2,ell0,el8,el8,ell2,n); 

M2=.25*M1; 

M3=submatrixx(ell0,el9,el9,ell4,elll,elll,ell3,n); 

M4=submatrixx(el8,el7,el7,ell 1 ,el4,el4,el5,n); 

M5=4*M4; 

% Use M1...M5 to create the matrix C S=[M1 M2;M2 Ml]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 
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ifj < n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n4-l,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M2] Ml]; 

elseif j==n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M2] M3]; 

elseif j > n 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

end 

C=c*S; % multiply by the factor of c 

C=sparse(C); % used to increase efficiency 

out=C; 

end 
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This function computes the load vector via numerical integration. It makes sev

eral other subfunction calls which we will give immediatley after this routine. 

% this function computes the load vector by making a series 

% of subroutine calls which in effect perform numerical 

% integration. This occurs after the computation of f given 

% all of the values of u, gradient of u, and the laplacian of u 

% All of these values must be entered manually. ALso, the choice 

% of how many point gaussian quadrature will be performed is 

% chosen by the user through an input statement 

function[out]=computeload(Xvector,Yvector) 

global n gp; 

% find refernce element phi's evaluated at gaussian points 

% will be used later to evaluate function to be integrated 

[xi,eta]=meshgrid(gp,gp); 

phil=(l-xi),*(l-eta)/4 

phi2=(l4-xi).*(l-eta)/4 

phi3=(l4-xi).*(l-heta)/4 

phi4=(l-xi).*(l+eta)/4 

for i=l:2*n-l 

forj=l:2*n-l 

k=(2*n-l)*(i-l)+j; % denotes the index of Phi (global) 

xii=Xvector(i); 

xi=Xvector(i-l-l); 

xiplusl=Xvector(i-|-2); 

yii=Yvector(j); 

yi=Yvector(j-hl); 

yiplusl=Yvector(j-h2); 
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II=integratel (xii ,xi,yii ,yi,phi3); 

I2=integrate2 (xi,xiplusl ,yii ,yi,phi4); 

I3=integrate3(xi,xiplusl,yi,yiplusl,phil); 

I4=integrate4(xii ,xi,yi,yiplusl ,phi2); 

Innerproduct(k,l)=(Il-Hl2-hI3-hI4); 

end 

end 

totalintegral=sum(Innerproduct); 

out=Innerproduct; % column vector of size (n-l)x(n-l) 

end 
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This performs one of the four integrals necessary in order to find one entry in 

the load vector. Basically it performs the integration on one of the four surrounding 

elements of the Nodal point in question. 

function[out]=integratel(xbegin,xend,ybegin,yend,phi3) 

% evaluate function at (x,y) and create the matrix F 

global gp wf; 

xa=xbegin; % update this for each element 

xb=xend; % update this for each element 

hx=xb-xa; ya=ybegin; 

yb=yend; 

hy=yb-ya; 

% use mapping to find x coordinate vector 

x=(l-gp)./2,*xa+(l-hgp)./2.*xb; 

% use mapping to find y coordinate vector 

y=(l-gp)./2.*ya+(l+gP)V2-*yb; 

% evaluate function at values of (x,y) to get matrix of 

% function values at gaussian points 

F=evaluatefunc(x,y,phi3)*hx*hy/4; 

% find the value of the integral 

Il=(wf'*F*wf); 

out=Il; 

end 
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This performs one of the four integrals necessary in order to find one entry in 

the load vector. Basically it performs the integration on one of the four surrounding 

elements of the Nodal point in question. 

function[out]=integrate2(xbegin,xend,ybegin,yend,phi4) 

% evaluate function at (x,y) and create the matrix F 

global gp wf 

xa=xbegin; % update this for each element 

xb=xend; % update this for each element 

hx=xb-xa; 

ya=ybegin; 

yb=yend; 

hy=yb-ya; 

% use mapping to find x coordinate vector 

x=(l-gp)./2.*xa-h(l-fgp)./2.*xb; 

% use mapping to find y coordinate vector 

y=(l-gp)./2,*ya+(l+gP)-/2.*yb; 

% evaluate function at values of (x,y) to get matrix of 

% function values at gaussian points 

F=evaluatefunc(x,y,phi4)*hx*hy/4; 

% find the value of the integral 

I2=(wf'*F*wf); 

out=I2; 

end 
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This performs one of the four integrals necessary in order to find one entry in 

the load vector. Basically it performs the integration on one of the four surrounding 

elements of the Nodal point in question. 

function[out]=integrate3(xbegin,xend,ybegin,yend,phil) 

% evaluate function at (x,y) and create the matrix F 

global gp wf; 

xa=xbegin; % update this for each element 

xb=xend; % update this for each element 

hx=xb-xa; 

ya=ybegin; 

yb=yend; 

hy=yb-ya; 

% use mapping to find x coordinate vector 

x=(l-gp)./2.*xa-h(l-hgp)./2.*xb; 

% use mapping to find y coordinate vector 

y=(l-gp)./2.*ya-f(l+gp)-/2.*yb; 

% evaluate function at values of (x,y) to get matrix of 

% function values at gaussian points 

F=evaluatefunc(x,y,phil) *hx*hy/4; 

% find the value of the integral 

I3=(wf'*F*wf); 

out=I3; 

end 
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This performs one of the four integrals necessary in order to find one entry in 

the load vector. Basically it performs the integration on one of the four surrounding 

elements of the Nodal point in question. 

function[out]=integrate4(xbegin,xend,ybegin,yend,phi2) 

% evaluate function at (x,y) and create the matrix F 

global gp wf; 

xa=xbegin; % update this for each element 

xb=xend; % update this for each element 

hx=xb-xa; 

ya=ybegin; 

yb=yend; 

hy=yb-ya; 

% use mapping to find x coordinate vector 

x=(l-gp)./2.*xa-h(l+gp)./2.*xb; 

% use mapping to find y coordinate vector 

y=(l-gp)./2.*ya+(l+gp)V2.*yb; 

% evaluate function at values of (x,y) to get matrix of 

% function values at gaussian points 

F=evaluatefunc(x,y,phi2)*hx*hy/4; 

% find the value of the integral 

I4=(wf'*F*wf); 

out=I4; 

end 
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This subroutine evaluates the function, / , at a given set of points for use within 

the numerical integration scheme for the Type I mesh % evaluates the function f at 

a certain point (x,y) 

% assumes that b=(l , l ) for type I mesh 

function [out]=evaluatefunc(x,y,phi) 

global ep bl b2 c gpnum; 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 

B=exp(-(l-X)./ep); 

D=exp(-(l-Y)./ep); 

% for type I mesh use the following definition of a function 

f=X-HY-h(Y-X).*B-f-(X-Y).*D-(X-fY).*B.*D+c*X.*Y.*(l-B).*(l-D); 

% for type II mesh use the following definition of the function 

%f=(-Y.2-f-Y-2.*X*ep).*B+Y-Y.2-f2*ep.*X-hc*X.*Y.*(l-Y).*(l-B); 

finnerprodphi=f.*phi; 

out=finnerprodphi; 

end 
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This function finds the analytic solution for the prescribed U for the non-uniform 

Type I mesh. 

% function to compute the analytic solution to the pde 

% gives the answer in the form of a column vector to match 

% the format of the numerical solution U 

function[TruSol]=analytic(x,y) 

global ep; 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 

TruSol=X.*Y.*(l-exp(-(l-X)./ep)).*(l-exp(-(l-Y)./ep)); 

end 
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This function plots the Error at the nodal points between the analytic and nu

meric solutions. 

% plot function for the non-uniform mesh and conv-diff equation 

function[out,X,Y]=PtErrplot(U,numelem,Tau) 

siz=2*numelem-l; 

t=0; 

for i=l:2*numelem-|-l 

if i<=numelem % for big H step elements 

XX(i,l)=t; 

t=t-|-(l-Tau)/numelem; 

else % moves to using small h steps 

XX(i,l)=t; 

t=t-|- (Tau/numelem); 

end 

end 

[X,Yl=meshgrid(XX,XX); 

W=U'; 

mesh(X,Y,W); 

title('Pointwise Maximum Error at Nodal Points for ep=.01 b=(l , l ) c=l kappa=2,0 

n=32'); 

out=W; 

end 
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This function computes the discrete energy norm for the non-uniform Type I mesh. 

% computes the discrete energy norm for the conv-diff equation 

function[out]=denergynorm(sol,H,h,x,y) 

global ep n tau 

% find the center points of each element 

pxl=H/2:H:l-tau-H/2; 

px2=l-tau-hh/2:h:l-h/2; 

px=[pxl,px2]; 

py=px; 

[P,Q]=meshgrid(px,py); 

% find the partial derivatives of u evaluated at center points 

ux=dux(P,Q); 

uy=duy(P,Q); 

% initialize the norms 

dnorm=0; 

dnorml=0; 

dnorm2=0; 

for i=l:2*n 

hx=x(i-hl)-x(i); 

for j=l:2*n 

hy=y(j+i)-y(j); 

dnorml=dnorml-fhy*ep/hx*(2*hx*ux(j,i)-(-sol(i,j)-hsol(i+l,j)-hsol(i-}-l,j-hl)-sol(i,j-hl)))74; 

dnorm2=dnorm2-hhx*ep/hy*(2*hy*uy(J4)-(-sol(i,j)-sol(i+l,j)-hsol(i-hl,j+l)-fsol(i,j-hl)))74; 

end 

end 

dnorm=sqrt (dnorm 1 -|-dnorm2); 
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out=dnorm; 

end 
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APPENDIX C 

Non-Uniform Mesh Type II Programs 

This is the driver program used to solve the convection-diffusion problem using 

the non-uniform mesh of Type II. We prescribe a solution u and use numerical inte

gration to find the load vector. 

% driver program for solving the conv-diff equation using 

% a type II mesh u=xy(l-y)(l-exp(-(l-x)/ep)) 

% also finds the discrete energy norm and maximum norm at nodal points 

clear, 

global ep bl b2 c gpnum n bigHl bigH2 smallhl smallh2 taul tau2; 

ep=input('Enter the epsilon value '); 

bl=input('Enter the value for betal '); 

b2=input('Enter the value for beta2 '); 

c=input('Enter the value for c '); 

kappal=input('Enter the value for kappal (x direction) '); 

kappa2=input('Enter the value for kappa2 (y direction) '); 

meshsize=input('Enter the mesh size '); 

gpnum=3; 

n=meshsize/2; % number of elements in boundary layer 

t=kappal*ep*log(n); if t<.5 % assign taul a value no less than 1/2 

taul=t ; 

else 

taul=.5; 

end 

% taul=.5; 

t2=kappa2*sqrt(ep)*log(n); % assigns tau2 a value no less than 1/4 

ift2<.25 
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tau2=t2; 

else 

tau2=,25; 

end 

% tau2=.25; 

bigHl=(l-2*tau2)/n; % value of H(l) heigth 

bigH2=(l-taul)/n; % value of H(2) width 

smallhl=2*tau2/n; % value of h(l) heigth 

smallh2=taul/n; % value of h(2) width 

xl=0:bigH2:l-taul; x2=l-taul-f-smallh2:smallh2:l; x=[xl, x2]; 

yl=0:smallhl:tau2; y2=tau2-hbigHl:bigHl:l-tau2; 

y3=l-tau2+smallhl:smallhl:l;y=[yl,y2,y3]; 

% computes the (x,y) coordinates fo the nodal points 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 

% diffusion matrix 

A=IImatrixxAA(ep,n,smallhl,smallh2,bigHl,bigH2); 

% convection in direction of beta 1 

Bl=IImatrixxBl(bl,n,smallhl,bigHl); 

% convection in direction of beta 2 

B2=IImatrixxB2(b2,n,smallh2,bigH2); 

% reaction matrix 

C=IImatrixxC(c,n,smallhl,smallh2,bigHl,bigH2); 

Stiffmtrx=A+Bl-hB2-hC; 

f=computeloadII(x,y); % load vector 

U=Stiffmtrx\f; % solution vector 

NumSol=IIcdeplots(U,n,X,Y); % returns solution padded with O's 

pause, % in matrix form 

TruSol=analyticII(X, Y); 

PtErr=PtErrplotII(TruSol-NumSol,x,y); 
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energy=denergynormII(NumSol.x,y) 

maxnorm=max(max(abs(TruSol-NumSol))) 

% condnum=cond(full(Stiffmtrx)) 

end 
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This routine builds the matrix A for the non-uniform Type II mesh. 

function[out]=IImatrixxAA(epsilon,n,hl,h2,Hl,H2) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix A 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=4/3*(Hl/H2-hH2/Hl); 

el2=-2*Hl/3/H2+H2/3/Hl; 

el3=el2; 

el4=2/3*(Hl/H2-f-H2/Hl-hHl/h2-hh2/Hl); 

el5=-2*Hl/3/h2-hh2/3/Hl; 

el6=el5; 

el7=4/3*(Hl/h2+h2/Hl); 

el8=Hl/3/H2-2*H2/3/Hl; 

el9=-l/6*(Hl/H2-hH2/Hl); 

ell0=el9; 

ell l=-H2/3/Hl-fHl/6/H2-h2/3/Hl+Hl/6/h2; 

ell2=-l/6*(Hl/h2-hh2/Hl); 

ell3=ell2; 

ell4=Hl/3/h2-2*h2/3/Hl; 

ell5=2/3*(hl/H2-hH2/hl+Hl/H2-fH2/Hl); 

ell6=-hl/3/H2-fH2/6/hl-Hl/3/H2-hH2/6/Hl; 

ell7=ell6; 

ell8=hl/3/h2+h2/3/hl-fhl/3/H2-hH2/3/hl-hHl/3/H2-hH2/3/Hl-hHl/3/h2-hh2/3/Hl; 

ell9=-hl/3/h2-Kh2/6/hl-Hl/3/h2-hh2/6/Hl; 

el20=ell9; 

el21=2/3*(hl/h2-Hh2/hl-hHl/h2-hh2/Hl); 

el22=hl/3/H2-2*H2/3/hl; 

el23=-l/6*(hl/H2-hH2/hl); 
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el24=el23; 

el25=-H2/3/hl-fhl/6/H2-h2/3/hl-hhl/6/h2; 

el26=-l/6*(hl/h2-hh2/hl); 

el27=el26; 

el28=hl/3/h2-2*h2/3/hl; 

el29=4/3*(hl/H2+H2/hl); 

el30=-2*hl/3/H2+H2/3/hl; 

el31=el30; 

el32=2/3*(hl/H2-hH2/hl-hhl/h2-fh2/hl); 

el33=-2*hl/3/h2-hh2/3/hl; 

el34=el33; 

el35=4/3*(hl/h2-hh2/hl); 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix A 

Ml=submatrixx(ell,el2,el3,el4,el5,el6,el7,n); 

M2=submatrixx(el8,el9,ell0,elll,ell2,ell3,ell4,n); 

M3=submatrixx(ell5,ell6,ell7,ell8,ell9,el20,el21,n); 

M4=submatrixx(el22,el23,el24,el25,el26,el27,el28,n); 

M5=submatrixx(el29,el30,el31,el32,el33,el34,el35,n); 

% Use M1...M5 to create the matrix A 

S=[M5 M4;M4 M5]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifJin/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n+l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M4] M5l; 

elseif j==n /2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f-l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M4] M3]; 

elseif ( j>n /2&j<3*n/2) 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl.2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] Ml); 
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elseif j==3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f l,2*n-l); M2l; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-Hl) M2] M3]; 

elseif j>3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M4] M5]; 

end 

AA=epsilon*S; % multiply by the factor of epsilon 

AA=sparse(AA); % used to increase efficiency 

out=AA; 

end 
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This routine builds the matrixBi for the non-uniform Type II mesh. 

function[out]=IImatrixxBl(betal,n,hl,Hl) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix Bl 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=Hl/12; 

el2=Hl/3; 

el3=0; 

el4=hl/12; 

el5=hl/3; 

el6=hl/6+Hl/6; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix Bl 

Ml=submatrixx(el3,el2,-el2,el3,el2,-el2,el3,n); 

M2=.25*M1; 

M3=submatrixx(el3,el6,-el6,el3,el6,-el6,el3,n); 

M4=submatrixx(el3,el4,-el4,el3,el4,-el4,el3,n); 

M5=4*M4; 

% Use M1...M5 to create the matrix Bl 

S=[M5 M4;M4 M5]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifj<n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M4l M5l; 

elseif j==n /2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M4] M3]; 

elseif ( j>n/2&j<3*n/2) 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-fl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-Hl) M2] Ml]; 
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elseif j==3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] M3]; 

elseif j>3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-Hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

end 

Bl=betal*S; % multiply by the factor of epsilon 

Bl=sparse(Bl); % used to increase efficiency 

out=Bl; 

end 
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This routine builds the matrix B2 for the non-uniform Type II mesh. 

function[out]=IImatrixxB2(beta2,n,h2,H2) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix B2 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=H2/12; 

el2=H2/3; 

el3=0; 

el4=h2/12; 

el5=h2/3; 

el6=h2/6+H2/6; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix B2 

Ml=zeros(2*n-l); 

M2=submatrixx(el2,ell,ell,el6,el4,el4,el5,n); 

M3=M1; 

M4=M2; 

M5=M1; 

% Use M1...M5 to create the matrix B2 

S=[M5 M4;-M4 M5]; 

forj=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifj<n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n+l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) -M4] M5l; 

elseif j==n /2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) -M4] M3]; 

elseif ( j>n/2&j<3*n/2) 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-Hl) -M2] Ml]; 
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elseif j==3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) -M2] M3]; 

elseif j>3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n4-l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) -M4] M5]; 

end 

B2=beta2*S; % multiply by the factor of epsih 

B2=sparse(B2); % used to increase efficiency 

out=B2; 

end 

Ion 
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This routine builds the matrix C for the non-uniform Type II mesh. 

function[out]=IImatrixxC(c,n,hl,h2,Hl,H2) 

% a list of all the elements in matrix C 

% computed first in order to increase efficiency 

ell=Hl*H2/36; 

el2=Hl*h2/36; 

el3=hl*H2/36; 

el4=hl*h2/36; 

el5=Hl*H2/9; 

el6=Hl*h2/9; 

el7=hl*H2/9; 

el8=hl*h2/9; 

el9=Hl*(H2-hh2)/18; 

ellO=hl*(H2-hh2)/18; 

elll=H2*(Hl-hhl)/18; 

ell2=h2*(Hl-hhl)/18; 

ell3=4*Hl*H2/9; 

ell4=2*Hl*(H2-hh2)/9; 

ell5=4*Hl*h2/9; 

ell6=2*h2*(hl-hHl)/9; 

ell7=(hl*h2-hhl*H2+Hl*H2-HHl*h2)/9; 

ell8=4*hl*h2/9; 

ell9=2*H2*(hl+Hl)/9; 

el20=4*hl*H2/9; 

el21=2*hl*(h24-H2)/9; 

% call to subroutines to create the five 2n-l x 2n-l matrices needed 

% to make the entire matrix C 
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Ml=submatrixx(ell3,el5,el5,ell4,el6,el6,ell5,n); 

M2=submatrixx(el5,ell,ell,el9,el2,el2,el6,n); 

M3=submatrixx(ell9,elll,elll,ell7,ell2,ell2,ell6,n); 

M4=submatrixx(el7,el3,el3,ell0,el4,el4,el8,n); 

M5=submatrixx(el20,el7,el7,el21,el8,el8,ell8,n); 

% Use M1...M5 to create the matrix C 

S=[M5 M4;M4 M5]; 

for j=3:(2*n-l) 

[m,m]=size(S); 

ifj<n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n4-l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

elseif j==n /2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n4-l) M4] M3]; 

elseif ( j>n/2&j<3*n/2) 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-f l,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n-hl) M2] Ml); 

elseif j==3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*n-hl,2*n-l); M2]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n4-l) M2l M3]; 

elseif j>3*n/2 

S=[S [zeros(m-2*nH-l,2*n-l); M4]; [zeros(2*n-l,m-2*n+l) M4] M5]; 

end 

C=c*S; % multiply by the factor of c 

C=sparse(C); % used to increase efficiency 

out=C; 

end 
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This routine computes the laod vector via numerical integration, calling several 

subroutines within itself. These are given directly following this routine. 

function [out]=computeloadII (x,y, wf) 

global n; 

[wf, gp]=findweights; 

[xi, eta]=meshgrid(gp,gp); 

phil=(l-xi).*(l-eta)/4; 

phi2=(l-hxi).*(l-eta)/4; 

phi3=(l-fxi).*(l+eta)/4; 

phi4=(l-xi).*(l-heta)/4; 

for i=l:2*n-l 

forj=l:2*n-l 

xa=x(j); xb=x(j-hl); ya=y(i); yb=y(i-hl); 

xx=(xa-fxb)/2-h(xb-xa)/2*gp;yy=(ya+yb)/2+(yb-ya)/2*gp; 

[XX,YY]=meshgrid(xx,yy); 

ff=evaluatefuncII(XX,YY)*(xb-xa)*(yb-ya)/4; 

vall=wf'*(ff,*phi3)*wf; 

xa=x(j-hl); xb=x(j-h2); ya=y(i); yb=y(i-hl); 

xx=(xa-hxb)/24-(xb-xa)/2*gp; yy=(ya+yb)/2+(yb-ya)/2*gp; 

[XX,YY]=meshgrid(xx,yy); 

ff=evaluatefuncll (XX, YY) * (xb-xa) * (y b-ya) /4; 

val2=wf'*(ff,*phi4)*wf; 

xx=(xa-hxb)/2-h(xb-xa)/2*gp;yy=(ya-hyb)/2+(yb-ya)/2*gp; 

[XX,YY]=meshgrid(xx,yy); 

ff=evaluatefuncll (XX, YY) * (xb-xa) * (yb-ya) /4; 

val3=wf'*(ff.*phil)*wf; 

xa=x(j); xb=x(j-f-l); ya=y(i-j-l); yb=y(i-h2); 
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xx=(xa-hxb)/2+(xb-xa)/2*gp;yy=(ya+yb)/2+(yb-ya)/2*gp; 

[XX,YY]=meshgrid(xx,yy); 

ff=evaluatefuncII(XX,YY)*(xb-xa)*(yb-ya)/4; 

val4=wf'*(ff.*phi2)*wf; 

k=(2*n-l)*(i-l)-Hj; 

f(k,l)= vall+val2-hval3-hval4; 

end 

end 

out=f; 

end 
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This subroutine finds the gaussian points and eissociated weights needed to do the 

two-dimensional numerical integration. 

% this function finds the weights to use during numerical 

% integration. 

function[wf ,gp] =findweights 

global gpnum; 

u=(l:gpnum-l)./sqrt((2*(l:gpnum-l)).^-l); 

[vc,gp]=eig(diag(u,-l)-hdiag(u,l)); 

[gp,k]=sort(diag(gp)); % gaussian points 

wf=2*vc(l,k)'.^; % weight function 

length=sum(wf); % total length of interval 

end 
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This subroutine evaluates the function in order to perform the numerical integra

tion. 

% function evaluation used for numerical integration with 

% type II mesh u=x*y*(l-y)*(l-exp(-(l-x)/ep)) 

function[f]=evaluatefuncII(XX,YY); 

global ep c; 

B=exp(-(l-XX)./ep); 

f=(-YY.2+YY-2*ep.*XX).*B-hYY-YY.2+2*ep.*XX-hc.*XX.*YY.*(l-YY).*(l-B); 

end 
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This routine plots the solution of the convection-diffusion equation for the Type 

I non-uniform mesh. 

% plot function for the non-uniform mesh and conv-diff equation with 

% a type II mesh 

function[out]=cdeplots(U,numelem,X,Y) 

siz=2*numelem-l; 

n=numelem; 

% place zeros in the right spots because of boundary conditions 

% by starting with a vector of zeros and then replacing only certain 

% positions with the correct numbers from solution vector U 

M=zeros((siz-h2)2,l); 

for i=l:siz 

for j=l:siz 

M(j*siz-h(2*j-hl)-hi,l)=U((j-l)*siz-hi,l); 

end 

end 

MM=M; 

% put solution vector into a matrix form in order to use mesh 

% start again with a matrix of zeros and replace correspondingly 

% with correct numbers from solution vector now containing boundary 

% condition zeros 

UU=zeros(siz-|-2); 

for i=0:siz-h2-l 

UU(:,i+l)=M(l-fi*(siz-h2):(i-hl)*(siz-h2),:); 

end 

W=UU'; 

H=mesh(X,Y,W); 
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% az=[0,90]; or=[0,0,l]; 

% rotate(H,az,-90,or); 

out=W; 

end 
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This routine finds the analytic solution for the Type II mesh and its associated u 

which is prescribed. 

% function to compute the exact solution for the 

% u(x,y)=x*y*(l-y)*(l-exp(-(l-x)/ep)) used for testing 

% the typell mesh 

function[TruSol]=analyticII(X,Y) 

global ep; 

TruSol=X.*Y,*(l-Y).*(l-exp(-(l-X)./ep)); 

end 
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This routine plots the error between the analytic and numeric solution at the n-

odal points. 

function[out,X,Y]=PtErrplotII(U,x,y) 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 

W=U; 

mesh(X,Y,W); 

title ('Pointwise Maximum Error Type II mesh for ep=.01 b=(l,0) c=l kappa=2.0 

n='); 

out=W; 

end 
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This routine computes the discrete energy norm for the convergence of the solu

tion using the Type II non-uniform mesh. 

% computes the discrete energy norm for the conv-diff equation 

% for type II mesh 

function [out]=denergy normll (sol ,x,y) 

global ep n taul tau2 bigHl bigH2 smallhl smallh2 

% find the center points of each element 

hl=smallhl; h2=smallh2; Hl=bigHl; H2=bigH2; 

pxl=H2/2:H2:l-taul-H2/2; 

px2=l-taul-Fh2/2:h2:l-h2/2; 

px=[pxl,px2]; 

pyl=hl/2:hl:tau2-hl/2; 

py2=tau2-hHl/2:HT.l-tau2-Hl/2; 

py3=l-tau2-hhl/2:hl:l-hl/2; 

py=[pyl,py2,py3]; 

[P,Q]=meshgrid(px,py); 

% find the partial derivatives of u evaluated at center points 

ux=duxuy=duyII(P,Q); 

% initialize the norms 

dnorm=0; 

dnorml=0; 

dnorm2=0; 

for i=l:2*n 

hx=x(i+l)-x(i); 

forj=l:2*n 

hy=y(j+i)-y(J); 
dnorml=dnorml-hhy*ep/hx*(2*hx*ux(j,i)-(-sol(i,j)+sol(i-hl,j)+sol(i+l,j+l)-sol(i,j-hl)))V4; 
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dnorm2=dnorm2-hhx*ep/hy*(2*hy*uy(j,i)-(-sol(i,j)-sol(i+l,j)+sol(i+l,j+l)+sol(i,j-l)))74: 

end 

end 

dnorm=sqrt (dnorm 1+dnorm2); 

out=dnorm; 

end 
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